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.. - - . ~ . 

Abstract 

Further measurements have been made on the photoproduction of neutral mesons 
. -.. .:.- ·- , .. 

using the gamma-gamma coincidence technique. New data have been o~tained on the 

gamma-ga.nuna correlation curves in beryllium. T?e' angular distribution of the 

photo mesons in Be has been de~ermined and found to be strongly peaked fo~rd. The 

dependence on the atomic number _A of production ha~ been found to obey an A2/3 law • 

. SOme data ol:)taine·d for production in hydrogen show that the 1r0 and 1T+ production 
.. --·- . . .. . . 

cross sections are comparable and that the 11"0 excitation curve starts more slowly 

from threshold than does the 1ir+photo excitation curve. 

..···,· 

*Now at Stanford University. **. ~- -. __ ., _ _.., .. ···< . ·' . . . .. 

. _.,,Now at Columbia University. 
. .. '. ,. 
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Wolfgang K •. H. Panofsky,* Jack Steinberger,** Jack Steller 
- ·~ .... r ~ •• -• ,· •• ~ •• ' • 

Radiation Laboratory',-Departnient·or :J?hysics.:r 
University of Californi13:, ~er~eley,, California 

October 1, 1951 

A. Introduction 

In a previous paper1 we have discussed the evidence for-photoproduction of neutral 

mesons. Since the time of our last repor~ considerable progress I;tas been .made concern

ing our information on this particle. The _charge exchange r.eaction? has giver_1 ,evidence 
. . 

as to- the mass of the i\:"0 meson. -A. Sachs and_ J ... Steinberger) have ·shown that. th_e 

n-<' formed by n--- capture in hydrogen_gives. gamma-::gamma coincidences as has been 

oU 0 established for photo produced 1i s. Also, further data on the. production .of· -.11"' 

mesons fr,om :proton coll~sions are available. 4 Cosmic ray evidence5 in_ photographic 

pl13;tes has shown that iri and 1f m~~om~ are produced by primaries -in comparable 

number13 if. one infers that single electron-positron pairs correlated to high energy 

stars are eyidence of 1/0 mesons. Thus there is now evidence as to the existence 

of a 1T0 meson and also as to its spin and intrinsic parity. 

B. Instrumentation 

This paper deals with further results on the photoproduction in the 325 Mev x-ray 

beam of the Berkeley synchrotron. The geometrical disposition of internal target 9 

x-ray collimation, 1i0 production target and detectors isessentially the sam~ as 

previously repor'j:.ed. (Fig. 1.) The x-ray beam is collimated by lead collimators 611 
I . 
.:;, 

thick inserted in a thick lead wall shielding the detecting apparatus from the stray 

* Now at Stanford University. 
** 

.... 

Now at Columbia University. ,.,., · 
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radiation from the synchrotrono The beam has a diameter of approximately 1-1/2" 

at the point'vhere it strikes the Tr 0 production targeto The detection apparatus 

consists of two··" o:'-ray telescopes, 11 each telescope. ~onsisting of a set ()f three 
. 

crystal counters;- The crystals are. stilbene units of size 5/811 x 1..;.3j4n x l-3/4n, 

mounted in light shields with one of their narrow sides facing a 1P21 photomultipliero 

~ch telescope consists of the following sequence.: 

.. (a) anti-coincidence crystal 

(b) converter 

(c) coincidence crystal 

___ (~) absorber (usua3:1y omitted) 

(e) coincidence crystal 

An event constitutes a "count" if,. in each of th~ "two telescopes, the crystals (d,e) 

:respond to a parttcle at minimum ionization or mbre and __ _(a) does noto 

A blockaiagram of the electronics is shown in:F.igo 2o The coincidences and anti

coincidenceit"are made in multivibrator circUits of about lo-7 sec resolving time 

developed bt~L~·weuterso Each telescope is again put in coincidence ~th the other, 

both :with a similar circuit as well with a fast JlO~ se") distributed amplifier 

coincidence circuit developed by Co Wiegand arid described elsewhereo 6 The accidental 
~ . ··. . . . .. ,- . . .. . . . 

coincidence rate is defined by the resolution of this single fast coincidence unit; 

the coincidence counting rate of each separate telescope. corresponds to real eventso 

Figo 3 ahoWs a curve of quadruple coincidence counting rate as a function of 
' . . ~ .. ·. . . 

photomultiplier gain,. These and similar curves showed,that operation took place on 
. ':. ... " . : . ·~ . 

a reasonable plateauo . . ... , .. '· ' 

In our·'·p~e!i~us paper1 ~e have discussed the arguni.ents underlying the identifi-
. '~ 1 .. 

cation of t~-- ~ua~uple coincidence counts with ~.::r;e~incidences from· the decay 

Thr's argument is essentially as follows: ' ·· ~ 
.,. ••• 1 • • ··' ••••• '· •• •• 

(a) The particles counted in eaeh -telescope. are non-ioniZing initially but are 
'-;•'·'.·'•, · .• .i • f• .• , ' ::·· 

convert~ into ioni~ing radiation at the convertero 
t.:,~. -~} ·. f. --i 
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(b) Data on the conversion as a function of conver~er· thickness and converter 

~terial are in agreement· with the initial non-ionizing radiation being 

~-rays but not neutronso 

(c) The range of the ionizing conversion produqts (for details,. see Section C), 

shown to. be electrons, corresponds to a -~ray energy of the correct magnitude 

in ·agreemen~ with the, disintegration kinematics of a r of mass -..-:-135 Mev 
-. -. . 

into two a-rays 0 

(d) The resultant spectra as a function of ,the corr.~lat~on angle ¢, notably the 
.. , 

existence of a minimum correlation angle ¢c (see Section C), is in agree

ment with the kinematical relationship appropriate to 1r0 disintegration. 

In evaluating absolute cross sections, the efficiency of the detector must be 

evaluated and also the beam must be monitored absolutely~- The detection system is 

such that a -p:..ra:y will be detected if it produces at least one electron which (a.) 

has enough range to penetrate to the-second crystal after ionization and radiation 

loss,. and (b) has not scattered out.; The· efficiency on this assumption is approxi

~tely calculable as a function of converter thickness and of }}-ray energy.· .Figse 

Y:ndGJxshow the calculated efficienc·y as a function of converter thickness in one 

orboth of the telescopes, respectively. These are compared with the experimental 

transi tio~ curves taken at ¢ = 6 = 90° o The corresponding C)-ray energy under this 
. I D . 

condition is· nearly constant ·and of order 100 Mev. Fig • ./~sh01..rs the calcUlated · 

efficiency as a function of 'D-ray energy, for a l/4'i lead converter.; . Note that the 

efficiency drops very rapidly for small ~-ray energies; this is due to the decrease 

in pair cross sections in conjunction with the requirement as to minimum range of at 

least one of. the electrons. 

The average of the ~~rays to be detected lies above half the ~0 rest energye · 

The reasonis that solid angie considerations favor those disintegrations in which 

the o -rays are Doppler shifted toward higher energy. A value for the mean efficiency 

of o50 is thus not unreasonable. 
\ 
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The x-ray beam of the synchrotron was monitored by anintegrating ionization 

chamber placed ahead of the collimator in the fringing field of the synchrotron. 

This chamber was calibrated by the method of Blocker, Kenney and Panofsky7 and was 

recalibrated occasionally during these measurements. The authors are indebted to 

Messrs. Blocker and Kenney for carrying out these recalibrations. It is believed 

that the absolute energy flux of photons through the target is known to better than 

t 20 percent. 

c. Kinematics 

Let ¢ be the angle subtended between the telescopes at the target. Let 9 be 

the angle between the direction of the beam and the plane defined by the telescope~ 

and the target., 

If we assume that the coincident gamma raYs are due to 1r0 mesons disintegrating 

into two photons:, then several kinematical relations governing the process can be 
.4'·-~ 

derived. If 60 is the angle between the gamma ray pair and the:'direction of motion 

of the 'fr0 measured in the franie of the tr' 9 then: 

(1) 

where '0:. E/E0 -:. 1/(1 - (32 )112 is the ratio· of total relativistic energy to rest energy 

of the 1r0
• For a given energy no gamma :t'ays should be observed at any angle less 

than that given by sin(¢0 /2)::. o-1 • 

Fig. 4 shows. a plot of ¢
0 

vs. ~. The probability P(¢)d¢ of observing a ~-ray 

pair corresponding to a.~ velocity~ between a correlation angle¢ and¢ +d¢is 

given by (using the fact that the ~-ray emission in the frame of the ~ is isotropic)g 

(1 - p)J/2 ~rj (1 - p->0-2 -2 

d¢ 
(2) P(¢)d¢ = sin¢ 

1 

. .:.i:' where p. -:: cos¢~ This function is shown in Fig. 5 for several values of 'r· It should 

be noted that the probability is highest near the critical correlation angle ¢c and 

hence we have a near one-to-one correspondence between observed correlation angle and 
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11° velocityo This one-to-one cor.respondence is of course not exact; f<;>r a distri

bution of velocities the probabilitt P(¢) will be an:integral of (2) over a range 

of velocities from the lowest value permitted for a given¢ to the righest value 

energetically possibleo 

The counting rate of a given counting geometry can be analyzed by tre13,ting the 

problem as if the coincidence resulted from the correla~ion probability (2) without 

any further reference to the it-0 motion proper. 

Let h.S'L1 and h. l12 be the solid angle subtended by the limiting aperture of 

each telescope at the production targeto 

Let N( o)d O'd.!t be the probability that a 1\0 be emitted between energy D and 

'0 + dt' into a solid angle d .fL. 

The probability of a coincidence count is then: 
. ·r,; . 

C (I'!) = 2 f max P (¢)di'! N( b"") d 1( " f'. .fl,.l " 

Oc 

b.fi2.' 
2. sin¢d¢ 

(3) 

Here Dc =J2/(l -f) is the lower limit of energy corresponding to a given p and omax 
is th~ energetic upper limit of the production process. 

Eq. (3) constitutes an integral equation between the counting rate and the 1r0 

production probability as a function of energy. Its inversion will be discussed later. 

Note that for a given value of the detector plane angle 9 (see Fig. 1), the integral 

(3) averages over a small range of 1\0 production angles; only in the case 9 :.'lT'/2 

is the production angle fixed. However, for the range of angles used this fact will 

be ignored arid the detector plane angle will be identified with the .~ production 
i 

angle. D \ 
The curve of efficiency vs l(~ra:y energy (Fig.¥ gives rise to a discriminatory 

o' . . 
effect on the energy spectrum of the 11 s, as calculated from the angular correlation 
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curves by means of Eq .. (3) .. The reason ~s that near ¢~¢c· both 6-rays will have 

high energy and thus be detected efficiently, while near ¢~180° one of the two 

0 -ra.~ will· have low energy if the 1f energy is large.. · Hence the one-to~ne . 

corr13spondehce between the ~correlation angle ¢ and the "tl"0 energy iE? actually even 

better. than that implied by the integrand of Eq .. (3) .. 

. . ~ ·. 

D.. ·gB.nge of Conversion Electrons from o -Rays 

Fig •. 6 shows the geometrical arrangement used in measuring the range of the 

conversion electrons.. Space did not permit using berylliUm. absorbers entirely; for 

gr~ater. •pang~~.:;t'han .22. g/cm2 Be, {:1 mixture of Be and Cu.absorbers. was used.. The 
. ' ...... ( .. '' 

radi,ati.on :;tr~ggling is.thus not as small as it coulli be. The data were taken. at 
' ,' ., .. !• ' ',· • 

9 ~ 7o0
' ¢J 1: 9,0° with .1/16 II Pb converter in the arm of the telescope containing the 

absorb~ .. ·:Fig~· .7 shpws:~· plo't. ·of. the counting vs the g/c.rr?- or· absorber in one of the 

. 0 0 
arms ·of th~ tel~s·cope in Fig •. 6.; For a correlation angle of ¢ :. 90 the mean "'\r' 

velo<l~ t~ ;,s ff ~ .'73; he!ld,e the energy per 'r -ray is i/2. E1,/ /1- ~ 2 :. • 73 E0 , 

The observ~dmeari.elect'ron ~n.ergyof the more energetic of the pair electrons is 

·. 80 't 12 ~Y; t~e. :cor.re~ponding o~ray energy is essentially 4/3 of this amount~ or~ 
~ . . . .. ,, ·. .. . .. " ' . . 

using· th~.,~fuot~··~~~at p~i·r··energy division probabilities, 110 t. 17 Mev.. Hence, 
.· .... '· : · .... 

E0 = ,J..50±. 23 M~v, 'ip' ~;x:~eJ,.lent agreement with .the measurements obtained from the 

'0-ra.y .spectrum from the charge ~xchange absorption of the ~- meson .. 2 

E.. Photoproduction in Berylliumo 

A .series of runs was made studying the yields o.f photo mesons from beryllium. 

These measurements constitute improvements over the work previously reportedal The 

target was a Be cylinder. with its axi.s perpendicular to 'the plane defined by the 

telescopes, i..:.l/2 11 long and 4-1/2 11 diameter; the beam diameter at the target was 

,.,. 3/4".. The telescopes were positioned such that the farthest crystal was at a distance 

of 7 11 from the center line of the Be cylinder.. The converters used were lead sheets 

of l/4'i thickrless and 1-1/2 11 x 3" in size. The limiting aperture is thus the last 

crystal which is approxinuitely 1-3/411 x 1-3/411 in sizeo 
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Fig. II shows the observed correlation curves. These· were taken at three 

values of the angle e. Table I shows a typical tabulation of the counting rates 

observed in the various channels. 

'· -

Counts per 8.3 X 108 effective quanta 

1¢-Z 45° 90° 135° 

180° ~59 :59 ~59 
r 150° 1~66 :81 ~97 

120° 2~48 -2~58 1~71 
105° 5.28 3~44 1~83 
90° 8.65 5.46 Io87' 

82~1/2° 10~5 
.. -- -

'75° 10~4 4.1 1.14 
67-l/2° 9.9 -- --

60° 5~4 ~95 .12 
45° 1.26 .21 --

. Table -I 

Tabulation of Coincidence Counting Rates Corresponding to 
1t0 Photoproduction in Beryllium · 

The qualitative picture as to the ~ disintegration kinematics underlying 

these spectra is well confirmed. Note that the mininiUIIl angle decreases in the forward 

direction due to the increased upper limit of meson energy. 

The observed correlation curves enable us to evaluate the energy distribUtion 

of the 1T0 mesons approximately. Eq. (3) constitutes an integral equation for the 

energy distribution. The e = 90° curve would yield the energy distribution of ~ 

mesons emitted at 90°. The curves at other yalues of e correspond to 1t0 trajectories 

in the plane defined by the counters and the target. Not all of these correspond 

exactly to emission at an angle 9; however, the deviation is small enough to be 

neglected here. 

The integral equation can be inverted by formal methods. It turns out however 

that the accuracy of the observations is not sufficient to mke effective use of such 

procedures. The most practical means of inversion is to assume that the true energy 
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(•-' 

distribution·is "synthesized"·out of a finite number (say N) of energy distributions 

·•· constant over a given energy interval. If we assume such distributions to have 

arbitrary amplitudes AN, then the AN can be determined by fitting the observed correla

tion curve at N points and solving N linear equations. The correlation··cu.rve 9 =11/2 

has been fitted by this means. The assumed distribution is shown in Fig. ~. Fig. 13 

shows a comparison·of the correlation curve calculated on the basis of the energy 

distribution of Fig. 12 and the experimental data. It is clear that although the 

observed correlation curves are not very sensitive to details in the energy distri-

bution, they ar~ sufficiently sensitive to give the relative amounts of low energy 

and high energy contributions in the distribution. The reason is that each high energy 

component will contribute intensity between·the corresponding lower limiting correla

tion angle and 1S0°. Hence if the high energy components already account for the 

entire intensity at~ :: 1S0°, then very little low energy components can be presento 
. . 

This, as shown in Fig. 12, is actually the case here. Fig. 14 shows in contrast the 

expected correlation curve if the ii~ energy distribution had been identical with tpe 

1r~ photo meson distributionas reported by Steinberger and Bishop.g Clearly the 

actual rr0 distribution rises more slowly from its limit than does the~+ distri-

bution. We shall discuss this point later. 

A remark might qe maqe here concerning the meaning of a cross section for these 

processes. If we define the number Q of "effective quanta 119 or 11McMillans" by: 

(4) 

where U is the total energy of the x-ray beam and k0 its upper energetic limit, then 

we can define a cross section per effective quantum (McMillan) directly in terms of 

the data as tabulated aboye. This is a consistent procedure, but one would prefer 

in the theoretical interpretation of most of these data to have a true cross section 

·~"' per photon at a definite photon energy., Such a cross section can be derived from 

this data·approximat'ely if we assume: 

(a) That the one-to-one correspondence between correlation angle ¢ and the 
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meson velocity is exact, Le.,. if the curves of Fig. 5 were 0 -functions 

located at a mean correlation angle. 

(b) That the production kinematics of the 'Tl"'"0 ' in various materials is the same 

as on a free nucleon, i.e., that there is a unique relationship between 1r0 

and primary photon energy. 

We shall shortly obtain the absolute cross sections in these two interpretations. 

The estimate of the absolute cross section per effective quantum can be made by 

use of the curves of Fig. 10. Let'?:. detection efficiency .of each telescope; letll!t 

solid angle subtended by each telescope at the_ target. The number P(¢,e) of pairs 

counted is then: 

P(¢,9) = N(¢,9) (2~s~j (fl.nJ .,2 x 2~ (5) 

where N(¢,9) is the number of gamma pairs emitted per unit solid angle in 9 and per 

unit plane angle in ¢. We take "l = .50,~!\.= 0.063. If the total number of quanta 

in the beam passing through the target of N atoms/cm2 corresponding to the beam is Q, 

the cross section is thus: 

d ¢-" - 2160 5 P __ (¢, 9) sin ¢d¢ d!L -. NQ 

a-.: 3i~0JJ P(¢,9) 2-trsin 9 sin ¢d¢d9 

Numerical integration of the data of Table I gives: 

e . de- 2 
d.n. x lo29 em /effective quantum/ steradian 

0:. 3o7 x lo-28 cm2/effective quantumo 

(6) 

.-10 

These are the cross sections per effective quantum~ to obtain the cross section :.. 

per quantum at a given energy, some further analysis is necessary: The number of 
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quanta in a primary x-ray energy interval d.K is very closely given by~ 

dQ = Q(dK/K) (7) 

where Q has been defined above. The differential cross section/quantum/unit solid 

angle of ~ emission is thus: 

(8) 

This b 1 t d .. ·f dri./dK ~ do 0 0 can e eva ua e 1 'P = do • dK J.s ·un1que. d¢/d~ can be replaced by the 

derivative of the mean value· of fll 9 averaged over the distributions P(¢) of the type 

plotted in Fig. 5o d o/dK can be calculated from the kinematics of photo collisions 

with single nucleons for a given value of incident photon energy. 

'If measurements are made. at that g:l.ven ¢ for each value of e corresponding to the 

mean value of the correlation curve for a fixed primary photon energy at the particular 

8,~~ then this one set of measurements is sufficient to generate an angular distribution 

~~(9) at that value of photon energy underlying the choice of the ¢vs. 

Table II shows the set of measurements'made at values of¢ to correspond to a 

primary photon energy of 260 Mev. 

e ¢ Counts per ££, 
sin ¢ ~ d£: 1029 cm2/steradian .8o3 X 108 dK . d.:O.. X 

'Effective Quanta 

34° 70° 10.2 .t .6 .911 .755 · 4o66 ± o27 
45° 75° 10.5 .:1: .5 o858 o900 7o64 .t .36 
55° goo 8o0 ± o4 .801 1~060 6.69 ± ~33 

67~-0 ' g;cto 7o9 ± o4 ·~728 1~150 ''7~36 ± .37 
90° 90°. 5.5 :1: .26 ~602 1.,414 5~62 .±- ~26 

112° 97!0 . 3~2 ± o24 .,506 1.,660 3~00 :1: .22 
135° 105° 1.,8 ± ol3 o444 2.000 1~35 :!:; .,10 
150° 115° lo36:!: 0 16 o415 4o000 .676 ± .08 

-
Table II., Angular Distribution of 1r0 Photoproduction in Beryllium. Entries are 
Calculated According to Eq., (8) with N= 6ol x 102.3/sin 9 atoms/cm2 to take Account 
of the Obliquity of the Target. dl) /dK is Computed from the Pr.oduction Kinematics 
on Free N:ucleons o . Photon energy :::. 260 Mev u 

' 
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Since the co~responding data for the angular distributions of ii01 s, photo

produced in H.9 are not available at this writing, the question might be raised to 

what extent the data of Table II, plotted in Fig. 15, are representative of the 

angul~r distributions of 1r 01 s produced on a free proton. Three effBcts would 

make the two distributions differ: 

l. The Be cross section includes production both from protons and neutrons. 

2. The internal motion of the nucleons in Be in combination with the steep 

excitation of the 1t0 photoproduction process would favor 1\0 's produced 

from nucleons moving toward the x-ray source. 

3. The exclusion principle would modify the distribution somewhat, since 

the energy available to the proton recoil is a function of the -i0 emission 

angle. This effect is not very significant since the nucleon retains its 

identity in ~ emission. 

In agreement with the analogous situation in the case of~+production8 we 

therefore-believe that the photoproduction of ~0 mesons would lead to a still more 

forward distribution than that given in Fig. 15. 

The integrated cross section for 260 Mev photons 5.55 x 10~27 cm2. Note that 

this is almost twice as large as the value quoted per effective quantum. This is 

quite reasonable since the excitation of the process rises quite slowly near threshold. 

The absolute values quoted here should be accurate to a factor of two. Three 

significant figures are given to permit internal comparison. . Probable err_ors refer 

to statistics only. Clearly the distribution is directed well forward in contrast 

to the corresponding curves for charged meson production. 

F. Z Dependence of Prod~ction. 

The Z dependence of ~0 production was studied by measuring the yield of gamma

gamma coincidences at e ::. 45° and ¢ ~ 75°. The results are tabulated below.- The 

targets were either solid cylinders (C and Be) or the material inserted in bakelite 

.... 
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-
cylinders (Li, Al, Cu and Pb). Similar to the experimental difficulties in the work 

·• on the Z dependence of charged photomesons,9 it turned out to be difficult to accumulate 

1..!. 

. ~ 

satisfactory statistics for heavy elements. 

Material 

Li 

Be 

c 

.Al 

Cu 

Pb 

H (see section 

2.71 

8.80 

8.09 

1.51 

.90 

.39 

G) 

counts/monitor/nucleon 

.148 ± .,007 

.145 't .009 

.. 126 ± .012 

.077 ± .010 

.208 ± .029 

Number of counts 
observed 

365 

458 

307 

129 

74 

20 

Table III. o .:_ 0 Coincidence Counts as a Function of Z of Target Material 

The yield per nucleon is a decrea-sing function of Z. In fact, if the yield per 

~nucleon is plotted against· A-,l/3 a· s~raight ~ine is obtained. Fig. 16 shows a plot 

; of the neutral meson yield per nucleon and a yield of the ~ yield per proton 

·(according to Moziey9) plotted against_A-l/J. Both sets of data are compatible with 

a straight line dependence. Since it appears thus that the yield is proportional to 

the nuclear surface and since the mea.n free path for photons in nuclear matter is 

large, we can conclude that the meson mean free path within the nucleus is not in 

excess -of a small multiple of ~/pc. This is in agreement with the recent experiments 

on nuclear interaction of mesons.10 

G. Yield ·from Hydrogen •. 

The data on .-the tr0 yield from hydrogen are. as, yet incomplete and the data 

presented here must be considered preliminary. The hydrogen cross section lias 

been measured by two methods: (a) subtraction method CH2 (polyethylene) vs. C, 



(b) production in liquid H2· 
(a) Subtraction Method. 

-15-

The two targets employed in the subtraction method were constructed as follows: 

1. CH2 target - cylinder: height - 2.00011 ; diameter - 1.627"; weight - 62.97g; 

total surface density- 4.70 g/c~; ca~bon surface density- 4.03 g/cm2. 

2. C target - cylinder constructed of 1/1611 graphite layers perforated by 

1/811 holes in random fashion.; height - 1.94711 ; diameter - 1.63011; 

weight - 54.16 g; surface d~nsity - 3.94 g/cm2• 

The carbon target thus represents the carbon content of the CH2 target to a 

fair degre·e of approximation. 

Data were observed with the telescopes set at e = 906
, fJ ·= 90°. The results 

. are tabula ted below. 

CH - 2 

Total count 1157 

Accidentals 44 

Net count, corrected to 
equal carbon content '1098 

Table IV 
/ 

We obtain thus: og00(hydrogen). 
. ( ) --.• 120t .025 
0"9oo carbon . 

. ' 

c Difference 
-· 

911 

59 

.. 

885 213 ± 45 

_Assuming that the correlation functions for H and Be are similar we optain 

an estimate for the total cross section: 

rJ= .60 x lo-28 cm2/effective quantum at 320 Mev. 

Due to the difficulty in obtaining adequate statistics with a subtraction 

method, no data on the angular distribution and correlation function were 

'taken. 
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(b) Liquid ~ Target. 

The target used was constructed by Leslie Cook of this Laborato~1 and 

the authors are greatly indebted to him for permission to use the instrument. 

The target essentially constitutes a line source of two inches diameter. 

This line source was surrounded by· a lead cylinder 111 thick. A slit cut 

into the·cylinder defined the effective length of the line source. Since 

'the geometry of the hydrogen target made a-large distance from the target 
' . 

to the counters necessary, larger counters were required to maintain a 

sufficient solid angle. These counters were made of cylindrical pyrex 

containers 4" in diameter and 1" in height filled with a solution of 

terphenyl in xylene. ·1P28 photomultipliers were used to "look" at the 

solution through a 1 mm thick pyrex window-sealed onto the edge of the 

vessel. This system leads to a fairly non-uniform light signal as a function 

of position of a fast electron track; hence very high photomultiplier gains 

were required to operate on a plateau. This leads of course to an unfavorable 
-

ratio of single~. to doubles. count and hence of accidental. coincidences to 

real events. With this exception, the arrangement and the ~lectronics were 

as.described above and as previously reported. 1 

Data were taken with and with(Jut liquid hydrogen in the hydrogen target. 

The background due to _the empty target averaged 30 ±. 5 percent. Statistics 

. _were insufficient to justify point-by-point correction of the observed data. 

A correction factor of .70 ± .05 was thus applied to the hydrogen data. 

Table V shows the data observed. These data are plotted in Fig. 17. We 

can again use these data to estimate an absolute cross section. Using 

~.rL= .1; 1 -=.50; effective source length = 5.0 em, we obtain, sinceg 

do-(9)= 
d.O. [

ii . 

1r 2 (~!1)
2 P.(¢~e)sin¢d¢ = 4.3 x 

NQ . 
Y( 0 

cm2/steradian/effective quantum 

10-3~p(¢,e)sin¢d¢ 

(9) 
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~~ (90°) = 3,5 x lo-3° cm2/steradian/effectivequantum 

~h (45°) =- 8.2 x lo-3° czn2/steradian/effective quantum 

The total cross section can then be estimated to be .55 x lo-28 cm2jeffective quantum, 

in good agreement with the result derived from the subtraction method. 

¢ e count/1.39 x 109 effective quanta 

48° 90° .11 !: ,04 
6?-~-0 90° .76 :- ,o? 
90° 90° .89 '!: .09 

112° 90° .25 = .04 
135° 90° ,17 ±- .03 
1'57° _900 .06 ±- .01 

67u 45u 3,96 -r .30 
90° 45° 1,14 ± .10 

135° 45° ,38 ±' .07 
157° 45° ,35 r .o7 

Table V, Correlation Curves for 'r-0 Coincidences from 
Liquid Hydrogen, - · · -

The data of Fig. 16 are very.sirililar to the beryllium data of Fig, 10. A step 

distribution fitting the hydrogen data is shown in Fig, 17, We-can therefore 

conclude definitely that the excitation function for 1r0 produced by photons has a 

higher order coritact as compared to the production of charge4 photo mesons, 

These data are in agreement as to excitation function with the data reported by 

. 12 
Silverman and Stearns. Silverman and Stearns obtain the excitation function in a 

somewhat more direct manner by measuring the coincidence yield between the recoil 

proton and one of the two gamma rays, They confirm the form of the excitation curve 

and their absolute cross section agrees with ours, 

In their more elementary and "non-controversial" interpretation these dat~ 

principaily add to the phenomenology of neutral mesons, The experiments show 

again that a particle of rest energy of the order of 135 Mev·disintegrates into 

.. 
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f two and only ·two photonso The particles are of strong nuclear interaction as evidenced 

by their internal ·nuclear absorptiono The lifetime of the particles is sufficiently 

long that· they are definitely 11real9
11 Leo 51 the decay takes place outside the nuclear 

fieldo· These properties define the particle and show it to be almost certainly 

. identical with the 11° inferred from the experiments in high energy .. :nucleon collision 

in'the laboratory and in·cosndc rays and identical to the product of charge exchange 

scatt~ring of .charged· TT ;esonso 

The two.([' decay f~es the spin of .the 1t 0 meson as zero· or an integer greater 

than or equal to 2o .. 

Jn addition to yielding information on the propertr of the particle itself, 

these experiments give data on the photoproduction process of 1t0 mesonso The 

more obvious features of the process are& 

·lo The cross section on nucleons is of the' same order, in.fact roughly one-third 

of the production process for positive charged mesonso 

2o The. excitation function of the tr 0 production exhibits a higher order 

. :. contact· near threshold as compared_ to charged photomeson prq(!.uctiono This 

fact and the absolute cross section is in agreement with the work of Silverman 

and Stearns o 12 

3o The angular distribution for·1i 0 photo mesons at a given.photon energy is 

strongly peaked forward, in contrast to the 1\~datao 

4o The Z dependence of production9 other than for exclusion principle effects 9 

·of ir 0 and 'IT-+ are in agreemento 

Because of the similarities between charged and neutral mesons in many respects 

. and also because of the experimental evidence concerning charge independence of 

nuclear forces, it appears worthwhile to review the relation of these experimental 

results with the prediction of charge symmetrical meson theoryo We shall discuss here 

: only results based ~n considering the meson to_ have spin zero and odd intrinisic 

parity (pseudoscalar), we are thus excluding the possibilities of spin greater than lo 
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· The mode of ~ decay precludes spin 1 and recent experimental evidencel3,l4 

on the reaction 1i+ + D~ p + p ma.kes the value zero for the 1\~ spin a certainty. 

An even parity spin zero (scalar) meson is .I'~~~ .c:>u~ -~y_tt:te results on absorp~~~n of 

_.,..-_mesons in·- deU:teritinl ana·:·als·o. by ..t~e "phq~opfpd.l;lb'tio~ of': -n:Jr· mesons. 8 

In Table VI we list the principal calculat.ions on photo meson production based on 

charge symmetric, pseudoscalar theory. These calculations were not offered as 

predictions but rather as possible explanations of these and other data as they 

became known. Perturbation calculation to order g2 which had given results in good 

agreement with the ~+ photoproduction cross section failed to give satisfactory 

results here15 ~ 16 ; such a calculation fails to predict a sufficiently large cross 

section nor does it give the forward angular distribution observed. · Carrying calcula.,

tions to higher order17 raises the cross section but also does not give the correct 

angular distribution. Furthermore it is difficult to take an e:x:pansion seriously 
. . J • 

whose second term exceeds the first and where an estimate of the discarded terms is 

lacking. 

Meson-Nucleon Nucleon- Type of Authors 
Interaction Electromagnetic Approximation 

Coupling Used. 

tpseudoscalar Pauli term Perturbat~n theory 15 no Brueckner 
pr pseudovector to order Arakil6 

. 
pseudoscalar no Pauli term Perturbati~n theory Brueckner and 

\ to order g Watson17 

pseudoscalar Pauli term Perturbation theory Kaplon, 18 Aidzu 
and pseudovector to order g2 FUjimoto,Fukud~9 

tpseudovector no Pauli term Strong coupling Fujimoto and 
Miyazawa20 

tp::;eudovector Pauli term Classical Breuckner and 
Case21 

tpseudovector no Pauli term Spin 4- charge Dr~1122 
classical 

Table VI 

.•. 

•• 
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Kaplon18 and Aidzu, Fujimoto and Fukudo19 include the static anomalous magnetic 

moment of the proton explicitly in a second order calculation. This gives fair 

agreement with the absolute cross section, although the_angular distribution is still 

in disagreement with the experimental results. This procedure, as has been pointed 

out by the authors themselves, is at best an arbitrary one; if the overall systematics 

of meson theory were correct, ·the effect of the anomalous moment, which is in itself 

a consequence of the interaction of the nucleon with the meson field, would auto-·· 

matically be taken care of in the calculation if it could be carried consistently 

to 4th order. It is only the difficulties of a consistent meson theoretical calcula~ 

tion of the moments which motivates this phenomenological approach. 

Perhaps more interesting is the discovery2°, 21 that the isobaric·state of the 

nucleons which is characteristic of strong coupling theory gives rise to resonances 
. I 

in the photoproduction of mesons. This has been shown in the classical21 and strong 

coupling20 approximati;no Assuming an isobaric state of excitation 250-300 Mev~ 
. . 

rough agreement with all the 1r0 production data presented here results. The 

phenomenological magnetic moments, however, are also used here. At the same time 

- + . 
the predicted resonance in the 1r spectrum is probably contrary to the experimental 

data.8 There exists therefore at present no theoretical study of 1\0 photoproduction 

which is free from logical inconsistencies and which fits all tqe eJ:Cperimental 'data 

as they are known at present~ 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. 

Fig. 2. 

Fig. 3. 

Fig. 4. 

Geometry of detection apparatus for observing t-£r coincidences from 

'ir 0 disintegrations. The "correlation angle"¢ and "telescope plane 

angle" e (approximately the i\0 production angle) are indicated. 

Block diagram of electronics used in detecting I{- o coincidences. 

Observed coincidence counting rate observed as a function of photo-

multiplier voltage. Withinthe rather poor statistics a plateau is 

.indicated on this and similar runs. 

Plot of th~ minimum correlation angle ¢c against ~ 

kinetic energy/meson rest energy. 

ratio of meson 

Plot of P(¢)/sin ¢ (see Eq. (2)) against the· correlation angle ¢ for three 

:values of the meson energy. This function is the relative detection 

probability for, a given correlated '6-ray pair. 

¥ig,. · 6. · · Disposition of scintillation cyrstals, lead converter and absorbers in the 

experiment attempting to determine the range of conversion electrons from 

the 1f '(-rays. 

Fig. 7. 

Fig~ 9. 

Absorption curve of conversion electrons as observed in the geometry of 

Fig. 6~ 

Calculated and observed detection efficiency of the o--ray pairs as a 

function of converter thickness in one telescope arm. 

Calculated and observed detection efficiency of the ~-ray pairs as a 

function of converter thickness in both telescope arms. 

Fig. 10. Calculated detection efficiency of a telescope as a function of a--ray 

energy. 

Fig. 11. Relative coincidence counting rates as a function of correlation angle ¢ 
for three values of the telescope plane angle Q. Beryllium target. 
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Fig. 12. An energy distribution of 1\0 mesons which would give rise to the a--ray 

correlation curves of Fig. 11 for 9 :: 90° in beryllium. The fit is made 

with six "square step" distributions of suitably adjusted amplitude. 

Fig. 13. The smooth curve is the calculated ~- ~ correlation curve under the 

assumption of the·energy distribution of Fig. 12. The experimental data 

are given for comparison. 

Fig. 14. Correlation curve 1-rhich would have been· expected if energy distribution 

of 1r0 mesons were identical to the 1\+ meson spectrum photoproduced from 

hydrogen at 90° as observed by Steinberger and Bishop.B 

Fig. 15. Cross section per 260 Mev photon for 1r0 production in beryllium as a 

function of production angle. 
·. . + 

Cross section of '\\ 0 production per nucleon and cross section of 7r pro-

duction per proton according to Mozley9 plotted ~gainst A1/ 3 where A is 

the atomic number. Note that the·yield varies linearly with nuclear area. 

Fig. 17. Preliminary correlation·curve for 1f photoproduction in hydrogen. Shown 

are a) the experimental data, b) the curve (dotted line) of Fig. 14, 

expected if 11° and 11+ photoproduction were identical and c) (solid curve) 

the correlation curve expected if the spectrum were the 4-step spectrum 

of Fig. 18. 

Fig. 18. Step-energy spectrum compatible with the o-o correlation data from 

'\f0 photoproduction at 9 = 90°. 

'• 
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